May 1st-May 30th
JOIN NOW TO GET
BETTER REST!

After flying around the world, chasing
bad guys and helping to keep the world
safe, even superheroes need rest and so
do you! This challenge is designed to
encourage you to

For many people, getting enough sleep
can range from challenging to
impossible. By joining this contest you
will learn how to sleep more soundly
and improve your energy levels.

If you’re interested in joining the POWER DOWN contest, Register online
at https://tinyurl.com/s7re7et

The goal of this challenge is to
for better rest. Starting May
st
1 , day one of the contest, try a new sleep tip every day for improved sleep.
When you’ve tried the tip for that day, place a check mark in the box. You do
not need to try every tip to be entered into the raffle. Once you are done,
you can submit your activities at https://tinyurl.com/s9uvqu4 by Friday
JUNE 5th to be entered to win a prize.

1 Relieve stress.

2 Relax a little.

3 Keep a schedule. Go to 4 Today think Positive! 5 Have a light

People with
uncontrolled stress
are more prone to
insomnia, but
laughing, spending
time with others,
being creative and
coloring can help you
relax. Do something
to relieve stress
today.

Schedule some
downtime today for
meditative activities
like reading, stretching
or deep breathing.
This can help you
unwind so you’ll sleep
more soundly.

bed and wake up the same
time every day, including
weekends. You’ll fall
asleep faster and have
more energy each day.

A pessimistic outlook
can significantly increase
your risk of insomnia.
People who focus on the
positive tend to sleep
better and experience
better health in general.

6 Turn your back on 7 Let it out. Try to

8 Turn down the lights.

9 Watch our online 10 Avoid tobacco.

the clock. Watching
the clock into the
morning hours make
you more anxious and
less able to fall
asleep. Move the
clock so that you
can’t see it from bed.

This also includes the light
on your clock. Wear a
sleeping mask and close
the blinds and curtains to
diminish light and set the
mood for sleep.

webinar for tips on
better sleep.
Sleep:

decrease your brain
activity before bed by
writing down your
thoughts in a journal.
It will help clear your
mind so you can close
the book on today and
move forward.

https://tinyurl.co
m/yasghjuf

snack. Avoid eating a
heavy meal too close
to bedtime. Tonight,
try a light snack
before bed, but avoid
protein-rich and
caffeine containing
foods and beverages.

All tobacco products
contain nicotine, a
powerful stimulant
that can interfere with
sleep. Avoid tobacco
before bed.

BONUS: Subscribe
to our YouTube
channel and receive
another raffle
ticket!!!

11 Eat at regular

12 Don’t over sleep. 13Limit caffeine. It

14Follow your nose.

15 Start a sleep

intervals throughout
the day. This keeps
your energy and
blood sugar levels
stable all day long.
With fewer highs and
lows, you will be
alert all day and ready
to sleep at night.

Hitting the snooze
button and sleeping in,
even on the weekends,
can actually make you
MORE tired.

Some fragrances may
affect mood and promote
health. Lavender and
chamomile scents can be
soothing and relaxing.
Try scented candles,
body wash or room spray
before bedtime.

routine. Your body
will associate a series
of events (an evening
snack, warm bath and
reading a book) with
sleep. Stick with the
routine as much as
possible.

keeps you awake day and
night. Aim for less than 1-2
cups of caffeinated
beverages today and avoid
after 10 am.

16 Take a warm bath. 17Talk to your

18Add white noise. 19Listen to lullabies. 20Nap wisely. Naps

Sleeping is associated
with a decline in core
body temperature from
a state of relative
warmth. You can raise
body temperature by
taking a warm bath 2
hours before bed.

doctor. You may need a
sleep study to
determine if you have a
sleep disorder. The
sooner you find out
what’s wrong, the
sooner you can fix it.

It can be hard to fall
asleep when it’s too
loud. Wear ear plugs
or turn on a fan or rain
CD so you can sleep
more soundly.

People who listen to
soft music at bedtime
can increase their sleep
quality an d quantity.

can boost mood and
productivity, but keep
them under 45 minutes.
Exceeding that time
could leave you feeling
groggier and make it
harder for you to fall
asleep at bedtime.

21Be productive. If

22Try tryptophan.

23Take a natural

24Drink in

25 Review your

thinking keeps you up at
night, get out of bed and
deal with those thoughts
in a positive way-pay
that bill or make a to-do
list. Go back to bed
when you are ready to
sleep.

Consuming dairy
products before bed can
be helpful to some
people, since milk
contains the sleepinducing amino acid,
tryptophan. Enjoy it
cold or warm.

approach. Try
chamomile tea. Before
taking any
supplements before
bed discuss it with
your doctor first.

moderation. Alcohol
may help you fall
asleep, but you will
likely wake up in the
middle of the night due
to withdrawal. Avoid
or limit your use of
alcohol at least a few
hours before bedtime.

medications. Some
medications can cause
insomnia or sleep
disturbances. Ask your
doctor to help you find
a medication that won’t
disrupt your sleep.

26Check the

27Don‘t eat too late. 28Soak up the sun!

29Exercise in the

30Practice yoga.

thermostat. Extremes in
temperatures can make
it hard to fall asleep.
Most people sleep best
at a temperature
between 60 and 70
degrees.

Stop eating at least 3
hours before your
scheduled bedtime.
This will prevent
heartburn, digestion and
energy boosts that can
prevent you from
catching your Zzzz’s.

morning. Working out
too close to bedtime
can make it harder to
fall asleep. Try
morning or afternoon
workouts instead.
Following a consistent
exercise program can
help regulate your
sleeping patterns at
night.

Doing yoga, which
combines meditation
and relaxation, can help
relieve insomnia.

Light and dark can help
regulate your sleep
cycle. Get plenty of
sunshine in the early
morning, but keep
lights low closer to
bedtime.

Fill out this 2- page calendar at https://tinyurl.com/s9uvqu4 by Friday
JUNE 5th to be entered to win a prize. Do not turn in hard copies.

